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ABSTRACT

Since 1970, tropical cyclone (TC) track forecasts have improved steadily in the Atlantic basin. This
improvement has been linked primarily to advances in numerical weather prediction (NWP) models.
Concurrently, with few exceptions, the development and operational use of statistical track prediction
schemes have experienced a relative decline. Statistical schemes provided the most accurate TC track
forecasts until approximately the late 1980s. In this note, it is shown that increased reliance on the global
NWP models does not always guarantee the best forecast. Here, Hurricane Ivan is used from the 2004
Atlantic TC season as a classical example, and reminder, of how strong climatological signals still can add
substantial value to TC track forecasts, in the form of improved accuracy and increased timeliness at
minimal computational cost.

In an 8-day period in early September 2004, Hurricane Ivan was repeatedly, and incorrectly, forecast by
12 operational NWP models to move with a significant northward (poleward) component. It was found that
the mean 24-h trajectory forecasts of a consensus of five commonly used NWP track prediction aids had a
statistically significant right-of-track bias. Furthermore, the official track forecasts, which relied heavily on
erroneous numerical guidance over this period, were also found to have significant poleward trajectory
errors. At the same time, a climatology-based prediction technique, drawn entirely from the historical
record of motion characteristics of TCs in geographical locations similar to Ivan, correctly and consistently
indicated a more westward motion component, had a small directional spread, and was supported by a large
number of archived cases. This climatological signal was in conflict with the deterministic NWP model
output, and it is suggested that the large errors in the official track forecast for TC Ivan could have been
reduced considerably by taking into greater account such a strong climatological signal. The potential
impact of such an error reduction is a saving of lives and billions of dollars in both actual damage and
unnecessary evacuations costs, for just this one hurricane. We also suggest that this simple strategy of
examining the strength of the climatological signal be considered for all TCs to identify cases where the
NWP and official forecasts differ significantly from strong, persistent climatological signals.

1. Introduction

Tropical cyclone (TC) track forecasts in the Atlantic
basin have steadily improved over the last 30 yr. Frank-
lin et al. (2003), updating the work of McAdie and
Lawrence (2000), found that position errors in the Na-
tional Hurricane Center’s (NHC) official track fore-
casts for the Atlantic basin decreased at an average
annual rate of 1.3%, 1.9%, and 2.0% at 24, 48, and

72 h, respectively, from 1970 to 2001. However, in con-
trast to the basinwide track forecast improvements,
forecasts of landfall location for TCs approaching the
U.S. coastline have not improved significantly since
1976 (Powell and Aberson 2001). Powell and Aberson
(2001) attribute this lack of significant improvement in
part to a “conservative, least-regret” forecast philosophy.

Over this same period, global and regional numerical
weather prediction (NWP) models have become much
more skillful (Shuman 1989; Kalnay et al. 1990; Caplan
et al. 1997; Bender and Ginis 2000; Aberson 2001), and
several NWP models designed specifically for TC pre-
diction have been introduced, including the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
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Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL)
model (Kurihara et al. 1993, 1995, 1998; Bender et al.
1993) and the Florida State University “multimodel su-
perensemble” (Krishnamurti et al. 1999; 2000a,b; 2001).
Recently developed statistical techniques, such as the
self-adapting analog ensemble prediction method
(Sievers et al. 2000; Fraedrich et al. 2003) and the
simple consensus forecasts and ensemble averages de-
termined from multiple NWP models (Goerss 2000;
Goerss et al. 2004) also have produced TC track fore-
casts superior to the individual model components. Be-
cause track forecasts from global and regional NWP
models have improved so much in the last decade (We-
ber 2003), they now are used operationally by forecast-
ers at the Tropical Prediction Center (TPC) in Miami,
Florida, and the Joint Typhoon Warning Center
(JTWC) in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii (Goerss 2000). Much
of the steady reduction in TC official forecast errors
therefore appears to have resulted from an increased
reliance upon improved NWP model forecasts (Sheets
1990; McAdie and Lawrence 2000).

One of the consequences of the rapid advance of
dynamical models has been a relative decline in the
improvement, development, and operational use of sta-
tistical–climatological prediction schemes (Bessafi et al.
2002). However, it will be argued here that these cli-
matology-based models still have and should continue
to have a role to play in TC track prediction. For ex-
ample, they can be used to 1) provide a convenient
reference from which to assess the performance of
NWP model predictions (Neumann and Pelissier 1981a;
Aberson 2001); 2) evaluate forecast difficulty of par-
ticular storms and TC basins (Franklin et al. 2003; Go-
erss et al. 2004); 3) conveniently generate bogus TC
tracks (Bessafi et al. 2002); 4) provide very early TC
track, speed, and heading forecasts in all localities of a
basin (Neumann and Pelissier 1981b); and 5) provide
an accurate forecast when departures from climatology
and persistence are minor (Neumann and Hope 1972).
Such statistical methods are therefore capable of pro-
viding rapid and valuable guidance with wide-ranging
functionality.

This study has two main objectives. First is to illus-
trate the continued operational usefulness, and there-
fore necessity, of statistical methods that rely largely or
entirely upon the archived TC climate record. We show
that large along-track trajectory (speed and direction)
errors can be reduced when there is a strong climato-
logical signal that has a small spread and is based on a
large number of archived cases. Hurricane Ivan, which
occurred during the 2004 Atlantic season, is an excel-
lent recent example. Ivan was a classical long-lived,
long-track major hurricane that was responsible for 25

deaths and over $14 billion in U.S. losses (Stewart
2004). It afforded the NWP models many opportunities
to predict its track. However, trajectory forecasts from
statistical methods based upon the climate record were
significantly more accurate, over an 8-day period, than
the tracks predicted by the NWP models. Ivan is an
example that demonstrates powerfully that the NWP
and official forecasts can have large trajectory errors
when their predictions are significantly different from
the tracks suggested by the climatological scheme used
in this study.

Second, this study reminds TC forecasters and other
users of climate data of the continued utility of clima-
tological data, especially when it provides an early
means of alerting TC forecasters to NWP predictions
that have potentially large track errors. This study and
its conclusions are based on a wide range of input data.
Over 500 forecasts from 14 different operational NWP
models and statistical prediction methods were exam-
ined, and over 400 historical Atlantic TC records were
used to compute the climatological signal most relevant
to Ivan.

Section 2 introduces the TC motion climatology con-
cept employed in this study and describes its computa-
tional aspects. Section 3 applies the climatology to Hur-
ricane Ivan, performs a statistical comparison between
numerical and statistical prediction methods, and dis-
cusses the role of the synoptic-scale steering flow. Sec-
tion 4 presents our conclusions and suggestions moti-
vated by the results from Ivan.

2. TC motion climatology

Associated with every geographical location in the
North Atlantic basin is a TC “motion climatology” de-
rived from the historical movement characteristics of all
TCs that passed near it. A technique was developed for
this study to calculate and display graphically the TC
motion climatology. In brief, the Atlantic TC dataset is
used to compute motion tendencies (speeds and direc-
tions) of past TCs at or near a specified geographical
point (Barrett et al. 2004). The focus here is on the 24-h
motion climatology because this time period is critical
for operational warning decisions (Sheets 1990). Other
historical analog techniques, such as the hurricane ana-
log (HURRAN) method of Hope and Neumann (1970)
and the self-adapting ensembles of Sievers et al. (2000)
and Fraedrich et al. (2003), generate forecasts by adapt-
ing entire tracks of any storm in the historical database.
In contrast, our climatological technique focuses on in-
dividual motion characteristics of storms located within
a specified geographical radius of influence (as defined
below). Furthermore, unlike the widely used opera-
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tional climatology and persistence model, known as
CLIPER (Neumann 1972; Neumann et al. 1981; Leslie
et al. 1990), our system generates and displays proba-
bilistic estimates of future 24-h TC trajectories rather
than the single-point forecasts produced by CLIPER. A
description of the dataset used to calculate the motion
climatology is given in section 2a. The computational
aspects of the motion climatology are discussed in sec-
tion 2b.

a. Best-track dataset

The so-called best-track Atlantic hurricane dataset,
described by Jarvinen et al. (1984) and updated annu-
ally by the NOAA Tropical Prediction Center, was
used to compute the motion climatology statistics used
in this study. The dataset uses all available surface, sat-
ellite, and aircraft reconnaissance observations—
including those not accessible in real time—to revise
and refine the official poststorm estimates of TC posi-
tion and intensity (Neumann and Pelissier 1981b). This
dataset is a record of all TC activity in the Atlantic
basin dating back to 1851. For this study, only the most
recent (1970–2003) records are used in an attempt to
maximize the stationarity of the dataset and minimize
any discontinuities due to secular improvements in ob-
serving technology or changes in operational classifica-
tion schemes (Landsea 1993; Landsea et al. 1996; Buck-
ley et al. 2003; Barrett and Leslie 2005). The most re-
cent 34 yr of the dataset provide three pieces of
information critical to any TC climatology study: geo-
graphical location (latitude and longitude); temporal
location (month, day, and year); and intensity (maxi-
mum sustained 1-min surface winds and minimum sea
level pressure). These data are available four times
daily (0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC) over the life of
each TC.

b. The TC motion climatology prediction scheme

The motion climatology for a specified geographical
point is calculated by first searching the best-track
dataset to find all TC records located within a pre-
scribed distance, or “radius of influence” of that point
(Barrett et al. 2004). The speed and direction vector
components are computed directly from the great-circle
distance (GCD) traveled by the TC in the 24-h period,
that is,

GCD � 111�cos�1��sin��1� sin��2�

� cos��1� cos��2� cos��2 � �1��, �1�

where (�1, 	1) and (�2, 	2) are the initial and final lati-
tudes and longitudes of the center of the TC.

Because each motion vector contains both a speed
and a directional component, it is possible to divide the
vectors into convenient radial “bins” of direction (in
degrees) and speed (in knots). For this study, we di-
vided the vector space into 180 bins: 36 radial catego-
ries, each 10° in azimuth, and five translational speed
categories, each 5 kt in range. Each historical TC record
can then be sorted into its corresponding radial sector
and speed bins. These bin totals are converted into rela-
tive frequencies and displayed graphically in a format
analogous to a probabilistic “wind rose.” These relative
frequencies, which range from 0.00 to 1.00, represent
the historical mean 24-h trajectories for that specific
geographical point. The calculations and graphics are
computationally negligible, requiring about 2 s on a
desktop PC. With just one program command, the cli-
matological mean TC speed and heading information is
available for any point in the Atlantic basin. Further-
more, because the technique is initialized using just the
TC initial position, the prediction is available at the
beginning of the forecast period, as there is no need to
wait several hours for a numerical analysis.

3. TC Ivan, September 2004

North Atlantic TC activity reached record levels in
2004. Fifteen TCs formed (counting Subtropical Storm
Nicole), including nine hurricanes and a record seven
TCs in August (Gray et al. 2004). Eight TCs, including
five hurricanes, made landfall on the U.S. mainland.
Five TCs, including a record four hurricanes, came
ashore in Florida alone. Hurricane Ivan was the ninth
TC and the sixth hurricane of the 2004 Atlantic season.
It also happened to be the first hurricane for which we
closely monitored and predicted the trajectory, in real
time, using the climatological technique developed by
the first two authors.

Ivan formed in the eastern tropical North Atlantic
basin on 3 September and traveled west-northwest
through the southern Windward Islands into the Carib-
bean Sea and Gulf of Mexico, eventually making land-
fall near Gulf Shores, Alabama, on 16 September (Fig.
1; Stewart 2004). From 0000 UTC 5 September through
1200 UTC 13 September, Ivan moved from the south-
central tropical North Atlantic Ocean, through the
southern Windward Islands, to the western tip of Ja-
maica, reaching category 5 (Simpson 1974) at its peak
intensity. This 8-day period is of most interest to us for
four reasons: 1) Ivan remained a well-organized, long-
track hurricane (intense hurricane) for 30 (25) of the 35
forecast periods; 2) over 500 forecasts were generated
by 14 different operational prediction methods; 3)
Ivan’s westward motion was repeatedly, and consis-
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tently, underforecast by almost every operational NWP
model; and 4) the climatological signal in this part of
the tropical Atlantic basin clearly indicated a prefer-
ence for a continuing westward motion. Section 3a pre-
sents the climatological signal associated with Ivan, ob-
tained by applying the motion climatology scheme de-
scribed in section 2. Section 3b contains a summary of
NWP models examined for this study and discusses the
trajectory errors associated with the prediction meth-
ods. Section 3c details an analysis of the deep-layer
mean synoptic steering flow, computed from the ar-
chived analyses using code developed by the third au-
thor, and referred to here as FLOW.

a. Motion climatology interpretation

Hurricane Ivan was chosen from the 2004 TC season
as a case study that clearly illustrated the potential er-
rors in NWP model track forecasts when they differ
repeatedly from the strong climatological signal calcu-
lated using the climatological scheme developed for this
study. In Fig. 2, the length of each radial sector corre-
sponds to the probabilistic 24-h trajectory preferences
of all TCs located within a radius of influence of the
chosen location. The longer radial sectors denote pre-
ferred TC trajectories. In Figs. 2a and 2b, it is easily
seen that approximately 80% of TCs comprising the
climatology (the numbers of cases are 102 and 114, re-
spectively) have directional headings in a small range
between 270° and 295°. For comparison, the observed
motion vector for Hurricane Ivan is superimposed onto
the historical motion climatology in Figs. 2a–c. We note

the remarkable agreement between Ivan and climatol-
ogy in Figs. 2a and 2b, where the climatological signal is
strong and has a narrow spread.

This type of climatological product has several key
features. First, as discussed already, it quickly and sim-
ply displays the climate information relevant to each
TC track. Second, it gives an indication of the variabil-
ity of the synoptic steering flow. A strong, unimodal
preference for westerly directional headings with aver-
age speeds of 11 to 20 kt is apparent in Figs. 2a and 2b.
However, a more evenly distributed synoptic signal
with westerly through northeasterly directional head-
ings is present in Fig. 2c. Third, unlike many statistical
methods such as CLP5 and A98E, this product does not
specify a point forecast, but instead displays the spread
of past TC trajectories.

As a consequence, the climatological scheme adds
considerable value to a real-time forecasting setting.
Because “tropical cyclone tracks tend to be repetitive
and are associated with likewise repetitive synoptic pat-
terns” (Bessafi et al. 2002), these climatological relative
frequencies convey highly valuable probabilistic infor-
mation to forecasters, especially so in the deep Tropics
where synoptic steering patterns tend to be more re-
petitive than in the subtropics and in basins where TC
tracks are not as erratic (Pike and Neumann 1987).

b. NWP models

To assess Ivan’s predictability, the performances of
14 operational prediction methods initialized between
0000 UTC 4 September through 1200 UTC 12 Septem-

FIG. 1. Track of Hurricane Ivan (2004). Boxed region highlights the 8-day period from 0000
UTC 5 Sep to 1200 UTC 13 Sep when a strong climatological signal repeatedly conflicted with
NWP forecasts. Letters A, B, and C indicate the locations of the motion climatologies depicted
in Fig. 2.
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ber were evaluated: two statistical–climatological
schemes, six NWP models, four limited-area barotropic
models, and three ensembles of NWP models (see
Table 1 for a summary of each prediction method). In
addition, the TPC official (OFCL) forecast was in-
cluded. All the TC track forecasts were provided by the
Hurricane Research Division (HRD) in Miami,
Florida, and the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) in
Monterey, California.

The 24-h forecast positions for each of the 12 non-
statistical prediction methods were found to be consis-
tently to the right (poleward) of Ivan’s actual track (as
indicated by positive trajectory errors in Table 2). The
largest trajectory errors were associated with the dy-
namical models, namely, the GFDL, U.K. Met Office
(UKMET), National Centers for Environmental Pre-
diction (NCEP) Global Forecast System (AVNO), and
U.S. Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction
System (NOGAPS), and their ensemble forms (CONU,
GUNS, and GUNA). During the 8-day period in early
September, 35 forecasts were generated by each of the
GFDL, AVNO, and NOGAPS models, while 16 fore-
casts were made by the UKMET model (see Figs. 3a
and 3b for a representative sample of NWP track fore-
casts). The 24-h mean trajectory errors from these mod-
els ranged from �4.0° to �6.3° (positive values indicate
poleward track biases). Each trajectory error was tested
for statistical significance using a two-tailed Student’s t
test. Three null hypotheses, comparing the NWP fore-
casts to zero (no error), CLP5, and OFCL, were con-
sidered. A summary of the statistical p values is pre-
sented in Table 3. The null hypothesis required p values
less than 0.005 to be rejected at the 99% confidence
level. It was found that all of the dynamical model fore-
casts (GFDL, UKMET, AVNO, and NOGAPS) and
their ensembles (CONU, GUNS, and GUNA) had a
statistically significant right-of-track bias (at the 99%
confidence level). Furthermore, the OFCL forecast was
also found to have a statistically significant right-of-
track bias (also at the 99% confidence level).

In marked contrast, the two statistical–climatological
methods examined in this study, A98E and CLP5, had
much smaller mean trajectory errors than the dynami-
cal models (Table 3), and the errors were not significant
at the 99% confidence level. The error verifications

←

end is provided in the upper-right corner of (a). In the lower-right
corner of each panel the geographical center of each climatology
and the number of historical TCs comprising each climatology
(e.g., n � 102) are given. The radius of influence used to deter-
mine each climatology was 500 km. Dark arrows represent Ivan’s
actual motion vector.

FIG. 2. (a)–(c) Historical motion climatology for three locations
along the track of Hurricane Ivan. Length of each sector corre-
sponds to relative frequency of a TC moving with that trajectory;
concentric circles are labeled with relative frequency increasing
away from the center. Colors represent mean 24-h speeds; a leg-
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revealed that these methods captured Ivan’s preference
for continued westward motion far better than the glob-
al and regional models. Moreover, the OFCL forecasts
were found to be statistically different from both A98E
and CLP5 (at a 99% confidence level), but not from
AVNO, GFDL, NOGAPS, or UKMET models, or the
three consensus models CONU, GUNA, and GUNS.
This finding agrees well with Stewart (2004), who sug-
gested that the OFCL forecasts relied heavily on the
dynamical model forecasts rather than the climatologi-
cal models.

c. Steering flow for Ivan

Stewart (2004) concluded that the right-of-track bias
in the NWP models can be attributed largely to the
models’ premature erosion of the strong subtropical
ridge in the mid-Atlantic. To examine the synoptic cur-
rents in the vicinity of Ivan, we calculated a deep-layer
mean steering flow from NCEP reanalysis-2 dataset us-

TABLE 2. Hurricane Ivan trajectory errors for the thirty-five
24-h forecasts generated between 0000 UTC 4 Sep and 1200 UTC
12 Sep. Mean left-of-track heading errors are noted in bold. The
acronyms are defined in Table 1.

Acronym Heading error (°) Position error (km)

A98E �0.4 74
AVNO 6.2 115
BAMD 3.7 107
BAMM 1.5 83
BAMS 3.2 139
CLP5 �0.8 87
CMC 3.0 108
CONU 5.9 82
GFDL 4.0 86
GUNA 6.3 91
GUNS 5.8 77
LBAR 3.2 97
NOGAPS 4.3 75
UKMET 4.6 78
NHC OFCL 5.8 85

TABLE 1. Tropical cyclone prediction methods used in this study.

Name Acronym(s) Reference(s) Organization(s) Comments

Statistical and dynamical
hurricane track model

A98E Neumann and
McAdie (1991)

NOAA TPC

NCEP Global Forecast
System

AVNO Kanamitsu (1989);
Lord (1993)

NCEP Aviation run

Beta and advection models BAMS
BAMM
BAMD

Marks (1992);
Holland (1983)

NOAA TPC S—Shallow layer
M—Medium layer
D—Deep layer

Climatology and persistence
model

CLP5 Neumann (1972) NOAA TPC

Canadian Meteorological
Centre model

CMC Côté et al. (1998) CMC

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory Hurricane
Forecast System

GFDL Kurihara et al.
(1993, 1995, 1998);
Bender et al. (1993)

NOAA GFDL

Consensus forecast models CONU
GUNS
GUNA

Goerss (2000) NCEP TPC CONU: A consensus of at
least two of GFDL, GFDN
(U.S. Navy run of GFDL),
GFS, NOGAPS, and
UKMET.

GUNS: A consensus of GFDL,
UKMET, and NOGAPS.

GUNA: A consensus of GFDL,
UKMET, NOGAPS,
and GFS.

Limited-area sine transform
barotropic model

LBAR Chen et al. (1997);
Horsfall et al. (1997)

NOAA TPC

U.S. Navy Operational
Global Atmospheric
Prediction System

NOGAPS Hogan and Rosmond
(1991); Goerss and
Jeffries (1994)

Fleet Numerical
Meteorological
and Oceanographic
Center (FNMOC)

U.K. Met Office Model UKMET Cullen (1993); Heming
et al. (1995)

UKMET

TPC official forecast OFCL NOAA TPC
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ing a 7 
 7 box averaged over 850–200 mb. The deep-
layer mean was used, as it has been suggested that the
deep-layer mean is the most appropriate choice for the
strongest storms (see, e.g., Velden and Leslie 1991).
This computation applied the trapezoidal rule to the
6-hourly values at 200, 250, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, and
850 hPa. The resulting track forecast, which we refer to
hereafter as “FLOW,” is indicated in Figs. 3a and 3b by
an open diamond. When Ivan was south of Hispaniola,
the steering flow–based trajectory was more accurate
than most NWP and consensus models. Unlike these
models, FLOW did not exhibit a statistically significant
right-of-track bias. However, its mean square trajectory
errors were comparable to the NWP models, and it can
be seen in Figs. 3a and 3b that the FLOW trajectory
forecast was often left-of-track. We believe this equa-
torward pattern of errors in the FLOW trajectory fore-

cast reveals the strength of the synoptic-scale ridge cen-
tered north of Ivan. Thus, the official forecast for Ivan,
which relied heavily upon the NWP models instead of
the statistical and climatological models, had significant
right-of-track errors.

In addition to the above treatment of Ivan, we ex-
amined the steering flow for TC Lili, from the 2002
Atlantic season, in the same manner. Lili formed and
tracked over a similar path to Ivan and also reached
hurricane intensity. However, the NWP models did not
exhibit the same right-of-track bias as for Ivan. With
Lili, the GUNA dynamical ensemble and the official
forecast both had smaller 24-h position errors (49 and
54 km, respectively) than the climatology model CLP5
(87 km; Lawrence 2002; Pasch et al. 2004). These find-
ings, which are in contrast with those for Ivan, provide
further support for our advocating a return to weighting

FIG. 3. Ivan track and model spread, and 24-h track forecasts (initialized at 0000 UTC) for
OFCL (open circle), CLP5 (cross), FLOW (open diamond), and GUNA (open square) mod-
els. (a) The period from 5 to 9 September. (b) The period from 10 to 14 September. In (a),
steering flow is primarily from E to W; in (b), steering flow becomes more S to N.
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more heavily the predictions available from statistical
and climatological methods, particularly when the cli-
matological scheme consistently has a strong track pre-
diction signal that differs from the NWP models and the
number of cases making up the climatology is large.

4. Conclusions

A consequence of the rapid advance of dynamical
models has been a move away from the operational use
of TC prediction schemes based on climatology and
statistical methods. In this study, we showed that ne-
glecting these methods is a strategy that is easily rem-
edied. We devised a simple climatological scheme that
provides graphical displays of climatological TC motion
data in a quick and timely manner. When the climato-
logical signal from the scheme is strong and has a small
spread, deviations from the climatologically derived
synoptic direction predictions, while still possible, are
expected to be minimal. Conversely, when the signal is
weak and has a large spread, the climatological scheme
is not expected to be of much value, other than to sug-
gest that additional care should be taken to examine the
various components that comprise the resultant steer-
ing of the TC.

This case study examined here was TC Ivan, which
reached hurricane intensity during the 2004 Atlantic
season and caused significant loss of life and property in
the southeast United States. Our focus here is on an

earlier period when, as a consequence of the sustained
poleward track errors from the NWP models and the
official forecast, evacuation orders were issued for the
Florida Keys at 1200 UTC 9 September. However, Ivan
passed more than 450 km to the west of Key West, in
the open Gulf of Mexico waters. The evacuation was
initiated because 12 different NWP models consis-
tently, and incorrectly, predicted a poleward motion
component that was not observed as the TC traversed
the tropical North Atlantic as far as western Cuba. This
poleward bias was shown to be statistically significant
for all of the dynamical models and for the official fore-
cast at the 99% confidence level. These forecast errors
contrast with the contradictory strong climatological
signal that correctly indicated a more westward motion.
The forecast errors in the NWP models have since been
attributed to the premature erosion of the mid-Atlantic
subtropical ridge by the NWP models. The official fore-
cast exhibited the same right-of-track bias due to its
very heavy reliance on the (inaccurate in this case)
NWP model predictions. Not all the operational fore-
cast systems had poleward biases, however. The clima-
tology and persistence model, the statistical–dynamical
model, and the deep-layer mean steering flow forecast
did not exhibit significant poleward biases and were
found to have no directional bias at the 99% confidence
level.

Hurricane Ivan is an example that shows how NWP
and official forecasts can have large position errors
when they are significantly different from the tracks
produced by the climatological scheme used in this
study. The best-track historical record contains many
other recent TCs in which the statistical–climatological
methods outperform the NWP models for at least some
part of the forecast period. Table 4 summarizes the
error statistics for these TCs from the 2004 Atlantic
season. After our original submission of the manu-
script, we examined Hurricane Emily of the 2005 At-
lantic season, which we found to be remarkably similar
to Ivan in several aspects. In mid-July, Emily tracked
across the eastern North Atlantic and into the south-
eastern Caribbean Sea. While Emily was east of the
Windward Islands, from 10 to 13 July, the suite of op-
erational NWP track guidance models consistently pre-
dicted a northward motion component that did not de-
velop. As with Ivan, the climatological signal for Emily
indicated a strong preference for westward motion
component, and it is noteworthy that again the TC fol-
lowed the strong climatological signal and did not de-
velop the northward motion component forecasted by
the NWP guidance models.

In summary, TC Ivan has demonstrated that a
greater role should be accorded to the statistical–

TABLE 3. The p values (for � � 0.01, two-tailed t test) compar-
ing model trajectory errors to zero, CLP5, or OFCL. Here, p
values less than 0.005 imply that the model errors are significantly
different from zero, CLP5, or OFCL at the 99% confidence level,
and p values in boldface represent cases where there is no statis-
tically significant difference between the models’ heading errors
and no (zero) error, CLP5, or OFCL. The acronyms are defined
in Table 1.

Acronym No (zero) error CLP5 OFCL

A98E 0.718 0.726 0.000
AVNO 0.000 0.000 0.630
BAMD 0.000 0.000 0.022
BAMM 0.072 0.007 0.000
BAMS 0.014 0.002 0.037
CLP5 0.441 1.000 0.000
CMC 0.000 0.000 0.001
CONU 0.000 0.000 0.814
GFDL 0.000 0.000 0.020
GUNA 0.000 0.000 0.326
GUNS 0.000 0.000 0.966
LBAR 0.001 0.000 0.005
UKMET 0.000 0.000 0.191
NOGAPS 0.000 0.000 0.074
NHC OFCL 0.000 0.000 1.000
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climatological methods when a strong climatological
signal conflicts with the NWP or other deterministic
predictions. The simple tool used here provides a
means of identifying TCs that are potentially difficult to
forecast by the NWP models. If the computed climato-
logical signal is persistent, has a small spread, and is
supported by a large number of archived cases, then
our study demonstrates that the operational statistical–
climatological schemes are potentially at least as accu-
rate as the dynamical methods.
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